
SIGMA INVESTMENT HOUSE FCP Category of the Fund Global Fixed Income

Type of Fund UCITS

Home Luxembourg

ISIN LU0447425785

Investment horizon (years)

Portfolio currency EUR

Liquidity Daily

Data as at July 30th, 2022 Risk level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Low risk High risk

Low return High return

INVESTMENT OBJETIVE NAV EVOLUTION

GENERAL INFORMATION MONTHLY HISTORICAL EVOLUTION (%)

Jan Mar Apr May Jun Jul Agu Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2022 -0,08 -0,09 -0,45 -0,19 -0,91 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 -2,14

Bloomberg Ticker ANDBNDS LX 2021 -0,10 -0,01 0,04 -0,05 0,00 0,03 -0,06 0,01 -0,07 -0,34 0,19 -0,40

AUMs (Millions) 2020 0,07 -1,70 0,76 0,21 0,40 0,43 0,14 0,01 0,11 0,13 -0,06 0,29

NAV / Participation 2019 0,01 0,02 -0,15 0,10 -0,02

Ratio Sharpe 1 year

Volatility 1 year  (%)

Annualized performance

1 year

3 years

5 years

Drawdown ITD (%)

Duration

Yield to maturity

Number of holdings Past performance doesn't garantee future performance

Spread

-2,24

-0,78

-0,94

-2,13

0,85

1,59%

146

67

99,79

-2,17

0,64

1 - 3

The objective of the Sub-Fund is to increase the value

of its assets over the short to medium term, it will

invest in debt securities and all sort of money market

instruments, including deposits. Debt securities will

include, amongst others, bonds, certificates, and

commercial paper. The sub-fund shall not invest more

than 10% of its assets in units of UCITS or other UCIs.

The weighted average maturity of the investments of

the portfolio will not exceed 3 years (the residual

maturity of each investment does not exceed 5 years).

The sub-fund may use all types of financial derivative

instruments traded on a Regulated Market and/or OTC

for efficient portfolio management and investment

purposes.

Feb

160,64

SHORT MID TERM -A

* As of 30/08/2019 total current expenditure was reduced to 22 bps in a commercial effort to make the fund more

efficient. The management was modified being more flexible and dynamic.
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Web www.andbank.com/asset-management/

SIGMA INVESTMENT HOUSE FCP Management company Andbank Asset Management Luxembourg

Fund administrator Citibank Europe plc, Luxembourg Branch

Custody Citibank Europe plc, Luxembourg Branch

Start date

Annual commissions Management (%) Current expenses (%)

Class A 0,20 0,10

Class B 0,18 0,10

MANAGEMENT TEAM INSIGHT

DISTRIBUTION BY MATURITY MAIN 10 POSITIONS

Position Weight

CASH 13%

ANDORRA INTL BON 0.9 22 3%

ANDBANK LUX -0.5 22 ETD 1%

CRED AGRICOLE SA 1 04/26 1%

TAKEDA PHARMACEU 2.25 26 1%

BANK OF IRELAND 1 11/25 1%

ING GROEP NV0.1 09/03/25 1%

CARLSBERG BREW2.5 05/24 1%

BAYER CAP CORPNV 0.625 22 1%

VATTENFALL AB 0.05 10/25 1%

0 - 6 Months 1 - 3 Years

6 - 12 Months More than 3 Years

DISTRIBUTION BY RATING DISTRIBUTION BY SECTOR

AA+ BBB 23% Consumer, Non-cyclical 4% Energy

AA BBB- 18% Financial 2% Technology

AA- BB+ 5% Government 1% Basic Materials

A+ BB 8% Utilities

A BB- 10% Consumer, Cyclical

A- NR 6% Communications

BBB+ Cash 14% Cash

7% Industrial

This document is of a commercial nature and is provided for informational purposes only." It does not constitute and can not be interpreted as an offer, invitation or encouragement for the sale, purchase or subscription of securities nor will its

content constitute the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of any kind. This document does not replace the mandatory legal information, which must be consulted prior to any investment decision, the legal information prevails in

case of any discrepancy.It is recommended that the investor, together with this document, read the documentation related to the organization. of investment, which is available at www.andbank.com and at the offices of the marketing entity

The information contained in this document refers to the date that appears on it, so it could suffer changes as a consequence of the fluctuation of the markets. The returns shown are past returns and do not presuppose future returns. The

participation in investment organizations or other financial products indicated in this document may be subject to market, credit, issuer and counterparty risks, liquidity and currency exchange risks, fluctuations in value and the possible loss

of capital invested.
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This month we have seen how the markets continued to be very volatile, with strong declines across the board, being the worst half-year closing in 50 years for the S&P500 -20%. Investors are worried due to the continuity of

the war conflict, the closures in China due to the Covid Zero policies and of course the high inflation that together with the more restrictive policies adopted by the central banks, continue to generate fears of a global

economic recession.

In the United States, we have seen how the FED opted for a 75 basis point hike due to the upturn in inflation, contradicting the words of its president in previous statements. In addition, more hikes were announced for July

with another 75 bp and in September with 50 bp. Thus, Powell reported that the benchmark of 3,5% could be reached in six months and stated that, although this would put economic growth at risk, the US economy would be

prepared to face it. U.S. year-on-year inflation is 8,6%, higher than the 8,3% expected, and Core is 6,9%. As for quarterly GDP, it is negative at -1,6%. On the other hand, the manufacturing PMI came in at 52,7. Services PMI

came in below forecast at 51,6 vs. 53,5 and Composite at 51,2. During June we saw a tightening of the curves with the 10-year US Treasury yield rising from 2,85% to 3%.

On the other hand, in Europe, the ECB President, for the first time announced a 25bp hike in July and another in September. This would put an end to the negative rates of recent years. She also announced her plan to end

asset purchases by next July, although the ECB later had to hold an emergency meeting due to the bond crash, to seek a solution to the fragmentation of peripherals versus Core countries. Suggesting more flexibility in

reinvesting asset purchases. Year-on-year inflation in the euro zone came in at 8.6%, higher than both the previous and the forecast. Core inflation was 3,7%. Quarterly GDP came in above, at 0,6% vs. the expected 0,3%.

On the other hand, the manufacturing PMI was 52,1 vs. an expected 52. Services was lower at 52,8 vs. 55,5 expected and composite was 51,9 vs. the forecast of 54. As for the yield on the German 10-year government

bond, it rose from 1,13% to 1,37% in June.

On the credit side, we have seen the spread widen significantly during the month. With regard to the equity market, the sharp falls continued, so much so that the Selective S&P 500 accumulated a fall of -20,58% YTD and a

negative monthly variation of -8,39%. In Europe, the Euro Stoxx 50 closed with a negative monthly performance of -8.82% and a YTD of -19,62%. On the other hand, emerging markets also experienced strong declines, with

the MSCI Emerging Markets, down - 7,15% for the month and a negative YTD of -18,78%.

The fund closed the month of June with a negative return of -0,91% in the class A and -0,90% in the class B, in line with monetary and fixed income funds, and always with less volatility than the latter. The sectors with the

best contribution to the fund during the month were materials and technology. The best contributor to performance were Bobl futures. We have not changed our vision and the changes introduced during the month have been

focused on valuing issues with short

maturities of companies with fundamentals that meet our fundamental criteria.

The average rating of the portfolio is A, trying to avoid any company with news that could generate instability in the current market environment. We maintain a dynamic and flexible management of the duration of the fund

through operations with futures but with a strategically low target. The structure of the portfolio in terms of duration has benefited the fund during the last month in the curves stress scenario.
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